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Developing a framework for understanding, controlling, and characterizing phase structure down to 
single atomic layers is critical for the realization of atomically thin devices with tailored properties. 
Characterizing structure with atomic precision is critical in two-dimensional materials, where defects 
and dopants can have dramatic effects on the properties. Here, we utilize aberration-corrected scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) to map the phase behavior of (Mo/W)Te2 alloys, a promising 
system for realizing atomically thin phase change devices. We observe successful tuning of the crystal 
structure between a semiconducting 2H and semimetallic 1T’ phase as a function of doping, as well as 
stacking faults and non-equilibrium stacking orders in the 2H structure. These results indicate the 
potential for phase control of electronic structure in 2D devices, and also demonstrate that higher phase 
complexity exists in transition metal dichalcogenide systems than has been previously understood. 
 
The (Mo/W)Te2 system is of particular interest for phase control applications because it combines three 
attributes that should enable tuning of the energetics of phase transformations. First, the phase diagram 
of monolayer MoTe2 and WTe2 contains two phases: a semi-conducting 2H trigonal prismatic phase and 
a semimetallic distorted octahedral 1T’ phase [1]. At room temperature, MoTe2 is stable in the 2H phase, 
while WTe2 is stable in the 1T’ phase [2]. Second, MoTe2 and WTe2 are well lattice matched (0.8% 
mismatch in the 1T’ phase and 2% in the 2H) [2,3]. Third, a low energy of mixing has been predicted 
between the two materials, suggesting that the (Mo/W)Te2 system should alloy rather than phase 
segregate [2]. Together, these properties indicate that alloys of MoTe2 and WTe2 can be used as a basis 
for phase-change devices with tunable structure and activation energies at room temperature. Here, we 
test the validity of these predictions by characterizing phase structure as a function of W dopant 
concentration in Mo1-xWxTe2 grown by chemical vapor transport. Figure 2 presents high angle annular 
dark field (HAADF) STEM images of the resulting 2H and 1T’ phases. We observe a change between 
the 2H and 1T’ phase for Mo1-xWxTe2 at x≈0.1. This matches theoretical predictions for the transition 
concentration to within error [2], but differs from previous experimental work [4], likely due to 
differences in the kinetics of the growth. We do not observe the formation of ordered alloy phases or 
phase segregation. 
 
The two monolayer phases in MoTe2 and WTe2 can combine in different stacking orders to form at least 
four experimentally observed multi-layer phases. Controlling the symmetry and interlayer interactions in 
these systems is critical for realizing exotic physical phenomena such as superconductivity, anomalous 
magnetoresistance, and the “type II” Weyl fermion [5]. Our HAADF-STEM images of trigonal 
prismatic (Mo/W)Te2 show that while bi- and multi-layers occur primarily in the lowest-energy stacking 
order (AA’), we observe an additional (~AB’) stacking order of the 2H phase (Figure 2). Theoretical 
calculations of similar dichalcogenides reveal that these structures are separated by a low ~20 meV 



energy difference [6]. We also observe the presence of stacking faults in both phases. These results 
indicate the possibility of additional unknown phases in other transition metal dichalcogenides and 
reveal the need for further investigation of stacking order in these systems.  
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Figure 1. HAADF STEM images show a doping-dependent phase transition from 2H to 1T’ in Mo1-

xWxTe2. The cartoon overlays show the relative positions of the metal and chalcogenide atoms. The 
tungsten dopant concentration is x=0.07 in the 2H sample and x=0.13 in the 1T’ sample. 

 
Figure 2. HAADF STEM images show three structures of (Mo/W)Te2 with trigonal prismatic 
coordination. (a) A monolayer sample shows the hexagonal structure. (b) The lowest-energy AA’ 
bilayer structure consists of two aligned layers in which the metal atoms in the first layer sit above the 
chalcogen atoms in the second layer. (c) An ~AB’ additional stacking configuration shows an additional 
atom visible within the hexagon, corresponding to a ~1/2 unit cell shift between layers. Cartoon overlays 
show the relative positions of the metal and chalcogen atoms. 


